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Composite A “Rebuilding Collective Prosperity – Sustainable 
Economy” (covering resolution nos. 2 and amendments, 62 
and 65) 
 
“That this Congress is seriously concerned over the failure of 
Government at all levels to make genuine progress towards a new, 
fairer more sustainable economic and social model. The banking 
crisis of 2008 and subsequent recession should have signalled the 
death of the prevailing model; one exposed as not only unjust and 
inefficient, but also prone to systemic crisis.  
 
“Congress believes that the immediate priorities for Government at 
all levels must be to: 
 

• maintain public spending to ensure that the recovery 
becomes embedded and that support is provided to those 
hardest hit by recession; 

• pay a national living wage as set by the Scottish Living Wage 
Campaign and promote the Living Wage through public 
contracts;  

• reform the financial sector; 

• support manufacturing investment in emerging and existing 
environmental industries to create jobs;  

• overhaul the taxation framework to ensure genuine 
progressivity; 

• ditch the wasteful Scottish Futures Trust; 

• move ahead briskly with the establishment of a Postbank 
based on the Post Office Network as outlined by the 
Postbank Alliance, including the CWU, Unite and other 
affiliates; 

• campaign for Government intervention in vital manufacturing 
sectors affected by the recession, where skills and 
production capacity are already in place to deliver Scotland’s 
future infrastructure requirements. 

 
“Congress notes that the Scottish Government spends £8billion 
per annum on goods and services and welcomes trade union 
action to establish an Article 19 Champion to promote the powers 
and opportunities to support businesses that have a significant 
number of disabled employees. 
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“Congress calls for the UK and Scottish Governments to work with 
the STUC and employers’ organisations to limit the impact of the 
recession on workers, industries and communities by: 
 

• maintaining support for apprenticeships; 

• protecting education, skills and economic development 
budgets recognising the vital contribution Scotland’s 
universities make to economic, social and civic development; 

• extending the Future Jobs Fund, with a focus on  
unemployment hotspots; 

• introducing specific measures to tackle persistent long-term 
youth unemployment; 

• introducing a wage and training subsidy to support workers 
faced with short-time working, as a means of saving jobs;  

• increasing out of work and in work benefits, assisting those 
on low incomes and boosting economic demand.  

• using Community Benefit Clauses to their fullest extent, in 
order to support sustainable social enterprises or bring 
skilled, local job opportunities to Scotland’s sectors and 
regions. 

 
“Congress also believes that reform of trade union legislation is 
necessary to rebalance the relationship between capital and 
labour. The consistent undermining of employment and bargaining 
rights has not produced better outcomes for all, but has led to a 
more unequal and unjust society and an economy that is 
considerably less stable.” 
 
 
Composite B “Rebuilding Collective Prosperity – Public 
Services” (covering resolution nos. 3, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 
49, 51 and 61) 
 
“That this Congress believes that public services are at the heart of 
a democratic society, are essential in supporting individuals and 
families, developing strong, cohesive communities, ensuring social 
and economic justice and promoting economic growth.  Congress 
notes that the guarantees provided to the failing banking sector are 
a cause of high government borrowing; deplores the emerging 
political consensus on the need for savage public spending cuts 
which could mirror those taking place in other countries, such as 
Ireland and Greece, and which ignores alternative responses; and 
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notes that the pre-budget report has already announced the 
widespread privatisation of Government assets worth £16 billion, 
including the Channel Tunnel Rail Link.  
 
“Congress notes that such cuts impact on both public and private 
sectors and views with alarm the attempts by some commentators 
and politicians to drive a wedge between private and public sector, 
to promote an anti-public services agenda, including wholesale 
privatisation, attacks on public service workers’ jobs, terms and 
conditions and on trade union rights. 
 
“Congress acknowledges the job cuts and privatisation agenda of 
all the main political parties and is alarmed at the stated policies of 
the Tories, which would see deeper and swifter public spending 
cuts, creating economic and social instability and undermining 
economic recovery. 
 
“Congress notes with concern the impact that the Scottish 
Government’s spending reductions will have on the hugely 
important work of the public sector in Scotland and believes that 
transferring services to the private sector would do nothing to 
enhance the quality and delivery of services upon which our 
communities depend.  Real public service reform is not based on 
dubious ‘efficiency savings’, outsourcing, expensive management 
consultants or squeezing the voluntary sector. Instead, there 
should be a renewed focus on public service principles of fairness, 
solidarity and democracy. 
 
“Congress affirms its support for sensible public service efficiency 
programmes based on quality rather than cost, and rejects 
privatisation and outsourcing. Congress welcomes the 
development of the Scottish Public Services Charter for the 
General Election and calls on all political parties to commit to: 
 

• the protection of public services and an end to privatisation; 

• rejecting any public sector pay freeze and defending defined 
benefit pension schemes, including those in the public 
sector; 

• a genuinely progressive UK taxation system to tackle the 
deficit and protect public services, and in Scotland to 
abandon Council Tax freezes and the Small Business Bonus 
Scheme;  
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• ending the war in Afghanistan and reducing public debt over 
a longer time period through savings made to programmes, 
like Trident, ID Cards and Public Private Partnerships, 
including the Scottish Futures Trust; 

• a public works programme that uses public procurement to 
drive economic recovery, including full implementation of 
equality duties, workforce protection agreements and 
addressing poverty through a living wage; 

• extending the ‘no compulsory redundancies’ guarantee for 
Scottish civil servants for the duration of the next 
comprehensive spending review period and give similar 
undertakings for local government and UK Government 
departments; 

• increasing the number of physiotherapists in Scotland, 
addressing the issue of graduate unemployment for health 
professions in the NHS; and  

• the genuine involvement of staff and unions in improving 
services, and promoting  in-house service improvement and 
public-public shared services. 

 
“Congress calls on the General Council to: 
 

• develop an alternative social economic model, which 
protects essential public services from the worst effects of 
the cuts; 

• maintain and develop a dialogue with the Scottish 
Government and Scotland’s local authorities, with a view to 
working together to continue to provide the highest quality of 
public services possible; 

• co-ordinate a vigorous campaign to defend our public 
services and be clear and positive in favour of high quality, 
public services delivered by the public sector and in 
opposition to all policies which return us to mass 
unemployment, and to support all affiliates in the industrial 
and political campaigns in furtherance of their policies; 

• give consideration to convening an urgent special 
conference for affiliates as soon as possible after the 
General Election, to enable discussion on the options to 
support, co-ordinate and encourage joint union campaigns, 
at national level and locally, and support industrial action, in 
pursuit of these objectives; 
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• support affiliates in protecting public service workers’ jobs, 
pay and pensions, opposing wage cuts, and rejecting any 
public sector pay freeze; 

• support Civil Service Unions in seeking to protect entitlement 
to decent severance/redundancy terms; 

• campaign to ensure public investment in high quality and 
fully funded public services is a manifesto priority at the next 
General Election and to hold the Scottish Government to 
account on all pledges of public sector investment, 
particularly those for frontline services;  

• demand Government action, including nationalisation, to 
protect and create jobs; and 

• campaign against any attempts to privatise Scottish Water 
and also to campaign against the introduction of any funding 
vehicle that would make it easier to privatise Scottish Water 
at a future date.” 

 
 
Composite C “Rebuilding Collective Prosperity – Tackling 
Poverty and Income Inequality” (covering resolution nos. 4 
and amendment, 82, 86, 87 and 88) 
 
“That this Congress recognises increased economic inequality as 
a cause, rather than simply an outcome of the recent economic 
crisis. 
 
“Congress recognises the progress made from 2000 onwards by 
the Labour Government in tackling poverty through the introduction 
of the Minimum Wage and Family Tax Credits and supports the 
action proposed by the Chancellor in his 2010-2011 pre-budget 
report to protect benefit and pension levels.  
 
“However, Congress notes that Scotland and the United Kingdom 
remain among the most unequal, economically developed nations 
and that this income inequality is driven by relatively low out of 
work benefit levels, low pay and lack of progressivity in the tax 
system. Congress also notes that gender pay discrimination and 
gender based job segregation are a fundamental cause of income 
inequality. 
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“Congress rejects the assertion that the indecently large bonuses 
paid to senior executives of banks, previously bailed out of their 
financial difficulties by the taxpayer, are essential in order to attract 
and retain suitably qualified staff. 

“Congress calls for reform of the tax and benefit system including 
measures to: 
 

• impose a minimum tax rate of 50% on those earning more 
than £100,000 a year;  

• introduce a financial transaction tax; 

• introduce a new law called a ‘general anti-avoidance 
principle’ that treats all tax avoidance as unacceptable and 
therefore open to challenge; 

• tackle income shifting by reforming the way in which small 
companies are taxed;  

• reverse HMRC staff cuts; 

• ensure that National Insurance contributions be uncapped 
(exempting pensioners), and be payable on investment 
income; and 

• ensure a joined-up and simplified approach to the tax and 
benefits systems, including an increase in Job Seeker’s 
Allowance rates to pre 1997 levels and an increase in 
earnings disregards to reduce barriers to employment. 

 
“Congress also recognises that working families are struggling to 
make ends meet and sometimes people are forced to choose 
between heating and eating. 
 
“Congress calls for: 
 

• urgent Government programmes of funded action to build 
(and retain) large numbers of local authority houses;  

• encouragement of the Co-operative Movement through 
legislation and working with trade unions, to contribute their 
vital experience of developing housing co-operatives; and 

• measures to eradicate fuel poverty, including a nationwide 
programme for home insulation, draught-proofing measures, 
extension of the central heating scheme, review of the winter 
heating and cold weather payments to increase these 
payments in line with energy prices, and a windfall tax on the 
energy companies. 
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“Congress believes that the present Minimum Wage is set too low 
and is being used as the standard by unscrupulous employers and 
notes the recent successes of the Scottish Living Wage Campaign 
supported by STUC and the Scottish One Fund For All. 
  
“Congress calls for:  
 

• significant and progressive increases in the rate of the 
Minimum Wage and increased punishment of those 
companies found to be in breach of Minimum Wage 
legislation; 

• Government at all levels to become Living Wage employers, 
both in relation to its direct employees and those employed 
through services it directly procures; and 

• the UK Government to enact legislation limiting the salaries, 
bonuses, pensions and other payments of executives of all 
companies, in which the state has any stake, or which have 
been financially supported by the state. 

 
“Congress calls on the General Council to seek the full support of 
all trade unions and organised groups to fully back the Living 
Wage Campaign.”  
 
 
Resolution no. 5 “Financial Sector” 
 
“That this Congress recognises the importance of the finance 
sector to the Scottish and UK economy and that its workers have 
faced considerable upheaval in the last few years.  The global 
recession, fuelled by the actions of a reckless plutocracy, has 
brought substantial misery to ordinary working people and created 
untold damage to the industry’s reputation.  
 
“The recession is not over, even if the bankers who caused this 
crisis pretend otherwise.  Congress deplores failed banks, such as 
RBS, 84% owned by the state, lining-up £1.5bn in bonus payments 
for its investment bankers, yet CEO Stephen Hester openly admits 
to MPs that he would pay his workers ‘the minimum we could get 
away with in the market place’.   
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“Congress highlights increasing trends by employers towards 
management practices, like Performance Improvement Plans 
(PIPs) - low basic pay rates supplemented with performance 
based bonuses awarded to individuals who deliver targets.  
Increasingly, these are aggressively applied to target workers 
deemed to be underperforming, creating a pressure environment 
to deliver sales in services lucrative to the business, but not the 
consumer.   
 
“Congress calls for an end to these aggressive practices and the 
continued promotion of ‘quick buck’ schemes to the consumer, 
which only contributed to the collapse in the first place.   Congress 
further recognises the need for urgent reform to restore public 
confidence and return sustainable prosperity to the sector, and 
resolves to support Unite’s 'Social Contract for Financial Services’, 
which campaigns for: 
 

• trade union recognition in financial services;  

• employment security; 

• protecting and improving the terms and conditions of 
employees including pension arrangements; 

• ending the remuneration packages of senior executives 
which reward short-term and irresponsible risk taking; and 

• overhauling the regulatory structures of the financial services 
sector to include trade union involvement to enhance 
accountability.”  

 
 
Composite D “Energy” (covering resolution nos. 6 and 
amendment and 7) 
 
“That this Congress calls upon the Scottish Government to commit 
to a balanced energy strategy, incorporating clean coal, nuclear, 
oil, gas, and renewable sources, recognising this is absolutely vital 
to maximise:  
 

• security of supply and greater price stability;  

• a transition towards a low carbon economy; and  

• potential to create and sustain thousands of skilled 
employment opportunities in a ‘green economy’.  
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“Congress welcomes the fact that a number of pilot projects are 
taking place in Scotland to develop clean coal and carbon capture 
technology. 
 
“Congress recognises that Scotland’s economy benefits from the 
thousands of highly skilled jobs within the energy industry, but is 
aware of the relatively high age profile amongst the workforce.  
Replacing the ageing workforce by recruiting apprentices and 
graduates into the industry now is essential for security of supply. 
“Congress acknowledges that in a time of economic turbulence, 
Scotland’s energy sector is a winning lottery ticket waiting to be 
claimed, if only pragmatic politics can prevail.   If Scotland is to 
play a meaningful role in addressing the energy challenge, achieve 
our carbon emission targets and maximise our potential for jobs 
and prosperity, then the Scottish Government must commit to an 
integrated and interdependent strategy for all potential indigenous 
sources in the UK. 
 
“Congress further recognises that Scotland’s energy strategy must 
be complemented with long-term skills strategy and investment 
that can empower people into delivering and sustaining our future 
energy infrastructure.   Investing in skills, training and the retention 
of people in the energy sector is vital, if we are to realise the 
potential of 'green manufacturing’ and the 35,000 potential jobs by 
2020 in the UK renewables sector.   
 
“Congress notes that: 
 

• the Scottish Government’s own Council of Economic 
advisors recommend the SNP re-think their energy strategy; 

• the majority of the Scottish people are in favour of a 
balanced energy strategy; and 

• Scotland urgently needs investment in skills to deliver the 
construction, operation and maintenance of Scotland’s future 
energy sector.   

 
“Congress believes that the UK and Scottish Governments should 
do everything in their power to work with the industries concerned 
to achieve clean coal and carbon capture storage. 
 
“Thereby: 
 

• meeting environmental targets by reducing CO2 emissions; 
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• increasing oil and gas production from use of offshore 
storage; 

• through clean coal technology, giving confidence to invest in 
our indigenous coal industry, in order to ensure security of 
supply to the coal fire generators; 

• creating new jobs and skills through clean coal and carbon 
capture technologies; and 

• enabling the possibility of becoming a world leader in 
exporting these technologies to other countries. 

 
“Congress further believes that the next step must be to develop a 
pipeline to transport the captured carbon to areas, where it can be 
safely stored and where potentially it can be used to enhance oil 
and gas production from the North Sea. 
 
“Congress resolves to campaign for a balanced energy strategy in 
Scotland, interdependent with the rest of the UK, delivering a safe 
low carbon emitting energy sector that boosts economic growth 
and prosperity.”  
 
 
Composite E “Climate Change” (covering resolution nos. 8, 
10 and 64) 
 
“That this Congress acknowledges the seriousness of the threat 
posed by climate change in Scotland and internationally, and 
supports all peoples suffering from, and threatened with, rising sea 
levels, extreme weather events and lasting droughts. 
 
“Congress believes legally-binding restrictions on carbon 
emissions are essential to limit harmful climate change, regrets 
that the Copenhagen Summit has failed to reach a legally-binding 
agreement and is disappointed that, faced with the non-binding 
agreement between the USA, China, India, South Africa and 
Brazil, the other states did not go ahead with the Treaty and 
timetables without them. 
 
“Congress recognises the important role the trade union 
movement can play in responding to it. Trade unions can play a 
vital role through education, lobbying and influence in the 
workplace. The role of trade union environmental reps is central to 
the development of this work.  
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“Congress encourages affiliated unions to negotiate green 
workplace agreements with employers, calls for the legal 
recognition of trade union environmental reps and for the 
introduction of a statutory right to paid time off to enable them to 
undertake their duties.  
 
“Congress supports the Campaign for one million ‘green jobs’ to be 
created, working on renewable energy, sustainable public 
transport and energy-efficient house-building projects. Such action 
would help tackle unemployment and would boost the economy 
through sustained investment in energy conservation and 
renewable energy generation. 
 
“Congress believes a fair share of these jobs must be created in 
Scotland, supporting manufacturing and helping the country play a 
leading role in the development of wind and tidal technologies.  
 
“Congress also calls for further investment in the development of 
carbon capture and storage technology that can be used 
effectively at an industrial level.  
 
“Congress resolves to use its influence to support the development 
of renewable energy sources, sustainable public transport and 
energy-efficient housing, whenever the opportunity arises, and 
calls on the Scottish Government to work with the trade union 
movement to implement these measures, thus creating jobs and 
reducing carbon emissions. 
 
“Congress call on the General Council to: 
 

• press for the achievement of a binding international Treaty 
and timetable for meeting emission reduction targets at 
COP16 in Mexico at the end of this year, and agreement of 
financial support for developing countries to adapt to and 
mitigate climate change; and 

• approach the Scottish Government with a view to 
establishing a standard approach across Scotland and to 
additional resources to support services, such as Fire and 
Rescue, in dealing with environmental incidents.” 
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Composite F “Digital Britain/Broadcasting” (covering 
resolution nos. 11, 12 and 13) 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the Digital Britain initiative and the 
Digital Economy Bill now passing through Parliament.    
 
“Congress welcomes in the Bill:  
 

• the new duty on Ofcom to promote appropriate levels of 
investment in its approach to decision-making, which will 
ensure that competition is no longer the prime focus of the 
regulatory approach to companies in the sector and help to 
ensure that Scotland gets the investment in high speed 
broadband networks that it needs; 

• the landline duty and the Next Generation Fund; and  

• the commitment to universal broadband at a minimum of 
2Mbps and a fund to enable rollout of Next Generation 
broadband to 90% of UK homes by 2017. 

 
“Congress agrees that Government intervention is vital to 
delivering high speed communications networks, particularly to 
parts of the country where it is not commercially attractive for the 
market to do so unaided, to ensure networks are spread 
throughout Scotland on a basis that is both socially equitable and 
cohesive. 
 
“Congress is concerned at the proposals for radio in the Digital 
Britain report, which remain thirled in the development of Digital 
Audio Broadcasting, which has variable quality transmission, 
patchy coverage, especially for rural areas and does not 
accommodate local and regional content adequately. 
 
“Congress keenly anticipates that a policy describing the 
Department for Business Innovation Skills’ role in controlling the 
market in the interests of people will continue after the General 
Election, and calls on the General Council to work closely with the 
Scottish Government, to ensure that the opportunities provided by 
the Next Generation Fund are exploited to the full.    
 
“Congress calls for more far-reaching plans to enshrine the Digital 
Britain objectives within forthcoming legislation and commits to 
lobby the Government to:  
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• strengthen ‘universal broadband commitment’ under a legally 
binding ‘universal service obligation’; 

• roll out Next Generation broadband networks to all UK 
homes by 2017 to help ensure social and economic inclusion 
for all; 

• require mobile telephone operators, as well as fixed line 
operators, to support the Next Generation Access Fund to 
spread the burden more fairly; 

• ensure a level playing field for competition in pay TV market 
to encourage more choice, lower prices and greater 
innovation;  

• introduce a legal requirement for Ofcom to promote 
workforce training and development in the 
telecommunications industry, which is critical to successful 
delivery of a Digital Britain; and 

• rethink the issue of Digital Audio Broadcasting and look more 
seriously and inventively at the development of alternative 
wireless delivery platforms for radio into the volatile, 
challenging and exciting digital landscape in the 21st 
century.” 

 
 
Resolution no. 15 “Scottish Steel Industry” 
 
“That this Congress celebrates a proud history of steelmaking in 
Scotland, but notes with concern the continuing decline of the steel 
industry in both Scotland and the UK. Congress recognises that a 
thriving steel industry is fundamental to the future of Scottish 
manufacturing, and that, without a domestic steel industry, 
secondary industries, such as shipbuilding and aerospace, would 
consider relocation to countries that can supply their steel.  
 
”Congress calls on the Scottish Government to take action to 
support what remains of the Scottish steel industry through 
targeted public procurement and active industrial policies, 
including exploring how Scottish and British steel can contribute to 
Scotland’s low-carbon economy.” 
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Resolution nos. 16 “Royal Mail” 
 
“That this Congress agrees that the future of Royal Mail is 
absolutely essential for the communities that we represent in 
Scotland, whether these be urban, suburban or rural. 
 
“In the light of this necessity to provide what can be very often 
described as life-line services across all areas of the UK, Congress 
calls upon all of the political parties campaigning for election of the 
Government of this country, to lay out clearly what they would do if 
elected to power, to ensure the provision and continuation of 
services provided by Royal Mail Group. 
 
“This includes an unequivocal delineation by every political party, 
including those campaigning on a nationalist basis, for calling for a 
withdrawal from Europe, to lay out quite clearly what their policies 
for the future of postal and counter services will be, if they are 
successful in these elections. 
 
“The issue surrounding the future of Royal Mail goes beyond those 
of service provision and encompasses the complexities of the 
future regulatory structure, future managerial structure, 
accountability to Parliament and the public. 
 
“In addition, Congress recognises that the Government must deal 
with Royal Mail’s pension scheme deficit to safeguard the future of 
the welfare of current employees and former employees, who are 
members of the scheme. 
 
“Congress considers that the best possible future for Royal Mail 
Group is as a wholly publicly-owned and integrated service.   
 
“Congress, therefore, agrees to oppose any attempts to privatise 
Royal Mail whether in whole or in part.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 17 “Collective Prosperity” 
 
“That this Congress congratulates the General Council for its 
submission to the pre-budget report, ‘Rebuilding Collective 
Prosperity’, which contained numerous progressive proposals for 
fairness in tackling the economic crisis including:  
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• reversing proposals to cut public services;  

• a programme of public works with well paid jobs in the green 
economy and housing construction; 

• a truly progressive taxation system, ensuring all income 
taxes have progressive rates, action to tackle tax avoidance 
and loopholes, and the introduction of the transaction tax; 
and 

• the cancellation of unnecessary and wasteful spending 
commitments, such as Trident, consistent with previous 
Congress policy of also supporting arms diversification.  

 
“Congress notes that many of the demands in the submission are 
consistent with the aims and objectives of those contained in the 
People’s Charter, including saving and improving public services, 
protecting jobs and investment in green technology, housing 
construction and a fair economy for a fairer Britain, progressive 
taxes without loopholes or tax havens, and no more billions for 
nuclear weapons.   
 
“In this respect, Congress welcomes the support of the BTUC and 
a broad range of MSPs and MPs for the People’s Charter and 
agrees to add its support for the People’s Charter as part of its 
wider and ongoing campaigns for rebuilding collective prosperity, 
responding to the recession and achieving social justice.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 20 “Crisis in the Scottish Press” 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the report of the Scottish Affairs 
Committee of the House of Commons into the crisis in the Scottish 
Press, in particular the impact on the number of jobs 
and the quality of working life of the remaining journalists working 
on a reduced staffing budget.   
 
“Congress instructs the General Council to reinforce its 
campaign to call on the Scottish Government to set up a Scottish 
Media Commission to address urgently the crisis facing the 
Scottish Press and secure a longer-term strategy which recognises 
the importance of the Scottish press in sustaining the economic, 
political and cultural life of the Scottish nation.” 
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Resolution no. 21 “Creative Scotland- Creating Jobs” 
 
“That this Congress recognises that Creative Scotland describes 
itself as a body that will be ‘a new organisation with creative 
practitioners at its heart designed to listen to the needs of 
professional practitioners’. 
 
“The most important thing that ‘creative practitioners’ need is the 
opportunity to earn a living. 
 
“This motion calls on the STUC to lobby Creative Scotland to 
ensure that it maximises the employment opportunities for ‘creative 
practitioners’ and monitors the effects of its decisions and policies 
on employment opportunities for performers in the performing arts 
and cultural sectors.” 
 
  
Resolution no. 22 “Public Service Broadcasting in Scotland” 
 
“That this Congress recognises the importance of the BBC to the 
Scottish economy, and especially to the broadcast, television 
production and film sector. 
  
“Congress also recognises the uniqueness of the BBC and 
supports the campaign by the Federation of Entertainment Unions 
to oppose the UK Government’s attempts to ‘top slice’ the BBC’s 
funding. 
  
“Congress calls on the STUC to work with the BBC to support the 
Scottish Broadcasting Commission’s recommendation that BBC 
Trust and Executive should fulfil the commitment to secure 8.6% 
(which would be between £70 and £75 million, an increase of 
about £40 million per annum) of network television production from 
Scotland (under the Ofcom definition) by the end of 2012; and 
maintain that level, in line with population share, as a minimum 
thereafter, to ensure that the BBC spend in Scotland is 
proportionate to Scotland’s share of the UK population and that the 
BBC makes moves to increase the employment opportunities for 
performers in Scotland.” 
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Resolution no. 23 “Morning Star” 
 
“That this Congress congratulates the Morning Star on its 80th 
Anniversary this year and reaffirms its support for the one daily 
paper that upholds the interests of trade unionists and campaigns 
for peace and international solidarity. 
 
“Congress notes the importance of increasing the circulation of the 
paper in Scotland at a time when the commercial mass media is 
increasingly being used to undermine trade union rights and 
collective bargaining. 
 
“Congress, therefore, asks the General Council to continue to work 
with affiliates to bring the Morning Star to the attention of 
members.  Congress also agrees to encourage affiliates to use the 
Morning Star to support educational activities around the Scottish 
Living Wage Campaign and the defence of public services.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 26 “The Additional Support for Learning 
(Scotland) Act” 
 
“That this Congress notes the adverse impact of the recession on 
local authority budgets, but believes that the present financial crisis 
does not excuse local authorities from their statutory duties 
required by the Additional Support for Learning (Scotland) Act 
2004. 
  
“Congress supports the principles of equality and fairness upon 
which this legislation is based, which seeks to ensure that all 
young people, regardless of their learning needs, have access to 
education appropriate to those needs and are not excluded from 
achieving their full potential.  
 
“Congress notes that services for children and young people with 
additional support needs are already stretched to the limit and is 
concerned also that, as a result, some may not be able to access 
timely and accurate assessments of their learning needs, nor 
support of those needs from fully qualified and dedicated staff.  
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“Congress believes that all children and young people, regardless 
of their socio-economic status and income, should have access to 
a full range of services and is concerned that further cuts in these 
services, including advocacy and mediation, necessary to deliver 
and implement the ASL Act effectively, will have a disproportionate 
impact on some of the poorest and most vulnerable children and 
young people in society.   
 
“Congress, therefore, urges the General Council to: 
 

• ensure that all local authorities meet their statutory 
requirements to provide information and services; 

• investigate the availability and uptake of advocacy and 
mediation services across Scotland; 

• ensure that the new Code of Practice for the Additional 
Support for Learning Act is widely available in accessible 
formats; and 

• campaign for improved services which match the aims and 
aspirations of the Act.” 

 
 
Resolution no. 27 “Music in Schools” 
 
“That this Congress is concerned that Instrumental Music Services 
in schools will be increasingly targeted in local authority budget 
cuts.  
 
“Congress notes that local authorities employ over 750 music 
instructors, providing music-making opportunities for tens of 
thousands of young people.   
 
“Congress believes music can play a critical role in young people’s 
development, not simply in encouraging creativity and musical 
development, but can help enhance learning and concentration, 
team working, discipline and social skills.  For many young people, 
access and participation in music-making is only available through 
school. Music-making has a key role to play in the delivery of the 
Curriculum for Excellence.  
 
“Congress believes that, whilst music instruction continues to be a 
non-statutory service, it will remain an easy target for local 
authority budget cuts. 
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“Cuts made in 2009 at Renfrewshire Council resulted in primary 
school and S1-S3 pupils receiving less than half the lessons they 
would have previously.  Similar cuts made by Argyll & Bute Council 
in 2008 had a significant detrimental impact on service provision. 
 
“Congress is concerned that cuts to music instruction services in 
schools will result in music instructors being made redundant and 
a reduction in the opportunities for paid work for musicians who 
teach. 
 
“Congress is further concerned that cuts will have a devastating 
impact on the services themselves, and on our young people who 
aspire to have a career in music.  Music instructors play a vital 
role, not just in delivery of tuition, but also in the running of choirs, 
ensembles and concerts at school, regional and national level. 
 
“Congress believes every school age child should be entitled to 
have access to and participation in music-making. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the Scottish Government and local 
authorities to ensure the continued provision and development of 
instrumental music services across Scotland.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 28 “Youth Unemployment and the Funding of 
College Bursaries” 
 
“That this Congress is concerned at the increased rate of 
unemployment amongst young people and, particularly, at the 
recent STUC analysis of trends in youth unemployment, which 
showed that, in some areas, the number of young people claiming 
Job Seeker’s Allowance has increased by over 100% over the last 
two years.  Congress is also concerned that cuts in public 
spending, including cuts to stimulus measures, could result in the 
creation of a ‘lost’ generation of young people as happened in the 
1980s. 
 
“Congress recognises the role which Scotland’s FE Colleges and 
the National Apprentice Programme will play in alleviating the 
worst effects of the recession and the current high levels of youth 
unemployment. 
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“Congress also believes that increased public expenditure will be 
required to provide the levels of support (including bursary 
support) needed by our young people as they seek to develop the 
skills necessary to secure employment in a very difficult economic 
environment. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the Scottish and UK Government to 
provide the resources necessary to ensure that the FE sector and 
the National Apprentice Programme can continue to provide the 
training opportunities, which are so important for our young people.  
Congress also calls on the Scottish Government to review the 
current arrangements for the distribution of bursaries to FE 
students, to ensure that financial support is available to all who 
need it and that FE students are treated equitably, regardless of 
where in Scotland they reside.” 
 
 
Amended Resolution no. 29 “Higher Education Review” 
 
“That this Congress notes calls from the opposition parties for an 
independent and wide-ranging review of higher education; and that 
in May 2007 UCU Scotland began a campaign - endorsed by the 
‘Intellect and Democracy’ Conference in October 2008 - for a 
democratic, evidence-led discussion about the future of Scottish 
higher education.  Congress also notes the proposal for a 
convention on HE involving Government, UCU, EIS, NUS and 
STUC.  
 
“Congress is concerned at the proposed changes that will make 
some Scottish Funding Council (SFC) funds conditional on 
universities’ commitment to Government policy; and in the overtly 
pro-business agenda of some University managements. 
 
“Universities’ defining role as centres for advancing knowledge and 
promoting personal intellectual development depends on academic 
freedom. 
 
“Congress notes that recognition of this is central, if they are to 
maintain and enhance their increasingly vital contribution to 
Scotland’s economic development, its technological 
innovativeness, and its evidential base for public policy.   
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“Congress is concerned that the SFC Horizon fund will be used for 
specific projects of the Council and Government objectives and 
potentially lead to initiatives to broaden access to be undertaken 
by a limited numbers of universities. Further, the Council is making 
huge changes in research and teaching funding which Congress 
believes is unsustainable over such a short period of time. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC to: 
 

• work with UCU Scotland, EIS, NUS and opposition parties to 
press the Cabinet Secretary for an independent and wide 
ranging review of higher education; 

• work with UCU Scotland and EIS to promote public 
understanding of the nature and purpose of University 
research and education; 

• make the case for an increased share of funding for higher 
education in the next spending review; and 

• campaign against damaging funding changes proposed by 
the SFC and, in particular, the narrowing of equality funding.” 

 
 
Amended Resolution no. 30 “Apprentices” 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the fact that apprentices in Scotland 
and the rest of the UK will receive the legally enforceable 
protection of a National Minimum Apprenticeship Rate from 
October 2010. 
 
“Congress recognises that apprenticeships have fundamentally 
changed over the last decade and, while the more traditional 
apprenticeships continue, the largest expansion now occurring is 
apprenticeships in the service sector. 
 
“The Trade Union Movement needs to ensure that apprentices 
receive fair treatment at work in what is likely to be their first 
experience of employment. 
 
“Congress agrees that the STUC will: 
 

• establish a campaign aimed at ensuring apprentices in 
Scotland are aware of the new National Minimum 
Apprenticeship Rate and its enforcement process; 
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• co-ordinate a recruitment campaign amongst affiliates aimed 
at getting more apprentices into trade unions; 

• ensure that issues of importance to apprentices appear on 
bargaining and consultative agendas;  

• push for funding from the Scottish Parliament, so that it can 
establish an STUC Apprenticeship Project in Scotland similar 
to that being pursued by the TUC in England; and 

• call on the Scottish Government to commit to and meet 
annual investment and creation targets for modern 
apprenticeships in Scotland to boost apprenticeship levels 
and Scotland’s secure future economic prosperity.” 

 
 
Resolution no. 31 “Academic Freedom” 
 
“That this Congress notes that academic freedom is enshrined in 
the Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 2005 for all staff 
engaged in teaching and research. In the Act a fundable body 
must have regard to the desirability of ensuring the academic 
freedom of relevant persons.   Congress is concerned at a shift 
away from academic freedom within institutions, through the 
creeping privatisation, liberalisation and marketisation of higher 
education, and in governance arrangements, particularly where the 
pre-1992 Universities are removing the statutes relating to 
employment and breaking the link to academic freedom. 
 
“Congress is clear that good governance and good people 
management should be an objective in itself, given that staff are 
the key resource of institutions.  Clear, transparent, and 
democratic governance arrangements, with both staff and student 
representation on University Courts is vital, alongside placing 
equality and academic freedom at the heart of our education 
system. 
 
“Congress condemns those universities that have removed the 
employment statute, rather than amending them to meet 
employment law as proposed in the consortium consultations.   
 
“Congress welcomes the progress made by University of 
Aberdeen in developing a statute in consultation with the UCU, 
which not only meets employment law requirements, but maintains 
the link between academic freedom and employment. 
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“Congress calls on the other pre-1992 Universities, which have yet 
to amend the statutes, to consult and negotiate with UCU and 
develop amendments to the employment of the statute rather than 
deletion. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC to continue to highlight the 
importance of good governance and people management, along 
with the protection of academic freedom, to the Scottish 
Government, University management, and other key 
stakeholders.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 32 “Glasgow Airport Rail Link” 

 
“That this Congress regrets and deplores the Scottish 
Government’s scrapping of the £210 million Glasgow Airport Rail 
link and regards its cancellation as a deeply short-sighted decision, 
which leaves Scotland with no rail links to any of its major airports 
and will lead to more traffic in and around Glasgow airport with 
resultant increases in congestion and carbon emissions. 
 
“Congress believes the link is an essential infrastructure 
development for Scotland, which would generate more than 1.4 
million additional rail journeys per year and create up to 1,400 
jobs, as well as being a key component in successfully delivering 
the 2014 Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. 
 
“Congress recognises that investment in transport infrastructure is 
particularly effective in boosting economic growth, employment 
and sustainability with recent research by the Credo Group 
demonstrating that every £1 invested in rail by the Government 
generates an additional £1.30 of spending from the private sector. 
Congress further notes Scottish business organisations, such as 
CBI Scotland and the Scottish Chamber of Commerce, believe the 
construction of the link as ‘not only desirable, but affordable.’  
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the General Council to: 
 

• urge the Scottish Government to review its financial priorities 
and explore alternative funding options and revenue streams 
for the development of the rail link; and 
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• lobby and campaign for a reversal of the decision among the 
UK and Scottish Governments, Scottish MPs, MSPs, 
business organisations and other interested parties.”  

 
 
Composite H “Network Rail Maintenance” (covering 
resolution nos. 33 and 35) 
 
“That this Congress believes that Network Rail’s (NWR) safety 
performance in Scotland is unacceptable and that NWR’s safety 
organisation takes second place to Operations in the Network Rail 
organisational structure. At operational level, health and safety 
remains compromised through a management ethos that 
continues to promote performance above safety, as well as a 
culture of cutting corners. NWR’s decision to slash maintenance 
workers in Scotland during 2010 threatens the safety of the 
network and workers.  
 
“Congress shares the misgivings and distrust among many railway 
professionals, regarding what is actually happening, as opposed to 
the information regarding safety produced by the company that is 
often misleading, as a result of the manipulation of data and 
intimidation of workers, including managers.  
 
“Congress demands the Government intervene and reverse the 
decision of the Office of Rail Regulation to impose a 21% slashing 
of Network Rail’s budget over a five year period, as this will lead to 
skilled members of staff being forced out of the rail industry and 
will greatly increase the risk to rail passengers and rail staff 
working on the infrastructure and on board trains. 
 
“Congress also calls upon the STUC, along with the main rail 
unions, to approach the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) and the 
UK and Scottish Governments to:  
 

• outline the basis of the concerns and seek their early 
intervention;   

• put in place arrangements to intervene directly where union 
safety representatives and workers identify unacceptable 
risks to safety; 

• ensure planned track renewal works are no longer deferred;  

• ensure the risk taking strategy of lowering maintenance 
standards stops now; and 
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• ensure an urgent moratorium on all rail infrastructure jobs, 
both in maintenance and track renewals. 

 
“Congress offers its wholehearted support to the rail unions and 
their members in their fight to stop these cuts and in taking 
whatever action is necessary to redress this unacceptable 
situation.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 34 “The Trainline” 
 
“That this Congress condemns the disgraceful behaviour of 
Trainline.com in setting up Trainline Scotland as a vehicle to avoid 
their legal obligations, following a transfer from the Vertex contact 
centre in Edinburgh. 
 
“Congress believes that the: 
 

• creation of Trainline Scotland was an attempt by 
Trainline.com to avoid its obligations under the TUPE 
Regulations 2006; 

• creation of Trainline Scotland was a manoeuvre to de-
recognise the recognised union (TSSA) and to impose worse 
terms and conditions of employment on staff; 

• plan to wind up Trainline Scotland once ‘restructuring’ had 
been completed was an attempt to evade legal liabilities 
arising out of the company’s breach of the TUPE 
Regulations; 

• action in paying off over a quarter of its workforce three days 
after being notified of a ballot on industrial action exploited 
the anti-union laws to prevent workers taking legitimate 
industrial action; and 

• company, having engaged in union de-recognition, attacks 
on terms and conditions of employment, and avoidance of its 
legal obligations under TUPE should not be permitted to 
profit from the sale of rail tickets to the public. 

 
“Congress, therefore, instructs the General Council to: 
 

• demand that Association of Train Operating Companies 
(ATOC) revoke the licence granted to the Trainline Group; 
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• request a meeting with First ScotRail Directors, involving 
representation from the STUC and affiliated rail unions, to 
demand that they withdraw from any agreement which 
involves Trainline.com; and 

• request a meeting with the Scottish Government’s Transport 
Minister, involving representation from the STUC and from 
the affiliated rail unions, to demand that, whatever 
arrangements may eventually be made for the running of the 
railway network in Scotland, such arrangements will exclude 
any agreement being entered into with Trainline.com (or any 
other subsidiary of the Trainline Group) for the sale of tickets 
for rail travel.” 

 
 
Resolution no. 36 “Concessionary Travel - Blind People and 
Carers” 
 
“That this Congress supports the motion adopted by Highland 
Council and their subsequent discussions with the Scottish 
Government, to allow travelling companions for blind people to 
travel on First ScotRail free, or for a nominal fee. 
“Congress urges the Scottish Government to expand this scheme 
to all Councils and to include all modes of public transport 
throughout Scotland. 
 
“Congress also supports the expectation of disability groups that 
an equality impact assessment is carried out prior to any 
agreement or contract being awarded to transport companies by 
the Scottish Government.  This must take into account all disability 
groups, who may also have to rely on travelling companions to 
assist them to travel on public transport.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 37 “Transport “ 
 
“That this Congress condemns recent actions of our MSPs on the 
SNP, Conservative and Liberal benches, who refused to support 
the Regulation of Bus Services (Scotland) Bill.  Congress 
recognises this Bill would have been a springboard for much 
needed legislation which could have created: 
 

• an enhanced role for people and local authorities in shaping 
bus services within their communities;  
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• better conditions of employment for workers in the industry; 
and 

• a boost for the future of bus manufacturing in Scotland by 
increasing the potential for a new generation of bus build in 
order to meet future environment targets.  

 
“Congress recognises the status quo is no longer sufficient and we 
cannot leave provision of bus services exclusively to the private 
market. We must take action to address persistent examples of 
market-failure, where services are non-existent or scarce after 
certain times, particularly in our rural communities.    Congress 
further recognises that, by requiring buses to meet specific 
emissions standards, opportunities exist to boost Scotland’s 
threatened bus manufacturing sector.   
 
“Congress highlights the plight of 900 workers at Scotland’s last 
bus manufacturer, Alexander Dennis.  The Falkirk plant 
manufactures world-class buses by workers with niche skills ready 
to deliver the next generation of environmentally friendly vehicles.  
In the midst of recession, the willingness of the workers to agree to 
a 3-day working week reflects their collective desire to make short-
term sacrifices for long-term benefit.  
 
“Congress agrees that, unless a strategic plan is put in place for 
bus manufacturing in Scotland, the industry may not survive this 
recession.  
 
“Congress calls on Scottish Government to: 
 

• revisit proposals of the Bus Regulation (Scotland) Bill to 
address the failures of Thatcher de-regulation in our bus 
services; and  

• urgently work with trade unions to develop a strategy for 
sustenance, growth and future prosperity of Scotland’s 
world-class bus manufacturing sector.”  

 
 
Resolution no. 38 “Integrated Transport” 
 
“That this Congress calls upon the STUC to call for an effective 
integrated public transport service. 
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“Transport services that are being run by private companies are 
not fit for purpose, only being run to maximum profit, with no 
cohesion between bus, rail, ferry and air travel. Our roads are 
being gridlocked with increased travel, due to unreliable public 
transport. Private companies are dictating the running times and 
availability of public transport. Communities are being isolated, as 
non profitable local bus services stop running in the early evening 
and don’t start again until late morning without any thought of the 
communities’ needs.  
 
“Scotland’s transport infrastructure is not being maximised to its 
full potential making it less likely that new companies will invest in 
Scotland’s future.  Congress is asked to support an integrated 
public transport service fit for the travelling public.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 39 “Scottish Government Review of Ferry 
Services” 
  
“That this Congress restates its commitment to ensuring 
Scotland’s lifeline ferry services remain publicly owned. Congress, 
therefore, welcomes the European Union’s decision in  2009 that 
the subsidies paid to Caledonian MacBrayne and Northlink are 
legal and entirely consistent with the aims of the state aid 
guidelines which are deigned to protect the EU maritime skill base. 
  
“Congress believes the EU Commission, in making its statement, 
recognised the importance of the lifeline ferry services and of the 
need to protect the very high level of maritime skills that are 
required to ensure that these ferry services operate efficiency, 
economically and, above all else, safely. 
  
“Congress believes it would be a disaster for the Scottish people 
and the Scottish economy if the review being conducted by the 
Scottish Government did not also recognise this. 
  
“Congress, therefore, calls upon the Scottish Government to issue 
a clear statement that the review’s conclusions will ensure that the 
excellent safety record of Scotland’s lifeline ferry services are 
maintained and will ensure that the services remain publicly 
owned. 
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“However, should the review result in any recommendations that 
will compromise the safety record of the ferry services, including a 
recommendation to privatise part or all of the services, then 
Congress calls upon the STUC to start an immediate campaign to 
defend Scotland’s ferry services.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 40 “Establishing and Mapping the Level of 
Heavy Goods Vehicle Drivers’ Services and Facilities” 
 
“That this Congress seeks that the General Council of the STUC 
promote, within the Scottish Parliament, an early, comprehensive 
survey within Scotland, to establish and map the level of Heavy 
Goods Vehicle (HGV) drivers’ services and facilities, including 
facilities for disabled drivers, and to then utilise meetings of STUC 
Transport affiliates, in conjunction with the Scottish Parliament, to 
draw up a workable strategy to immediately address the inherent 
shortage of facilities that currently prevails.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 41 “Payment of Driver Certificate of 
Professional 
Competence (CPC)” 
 
 “That this Congress directs the General Council to seek 
amendment to the legislation that places the obligation for 
payment, by Large Goods Vehicle (LGV) licence holders, of the 
Driver Certificate of Professional Competence (CPC).  The 
responsibility for funding of fees charged for the Driver CPC should 
be the sole responsibility of the contractual employer. 
 
“Employers are already insisting that drivers pay for the CPC, 
either through direct payments or by utilising annual leave 
entitlement as payment ‘in kind’.  This additional financial burden 
on professional LGV drivers, imposed by statutory legislation, 
should cease and the legislation amended.” 
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Composite I  “Local Government Finance and Services” 
(covering resolution nos. 50, 53, 54, 55 and amendment, 56 
and 57) 

“That this Congress notes wide ranging Scottish local authority 
attacks on employees’ rights and public services including 
increasingly emergent evidence of intention to outsource public 
service work to the private sector. 
 

• City of Edinburgh Council is planning savings of £93 million 
over the next three years. As part of the measures to achieve 
this, the Council is proposing to do away with 700 posts 
which will include 250 redundancies and may impose a wage 
freeze, reductions in weekly working hours and cuts in sick 
pay and pension provisions;  

• Culture and Sport Glasgow, in seeking to impose pay cuts of 
up to £1,500 on the lowest paid workers amongst its 2,000 
staff and seeks to impose Terms and Conditions much less 
favourable than those offered to GCC staff; and 

• In Fife the elderly and disabled are under attack already due 
to care charges rising from £7 to £11 per hour. 

 
“Congress believes that there is public confusion over the extent of 
financial support offered by the Scottish Government to local 
authorities in furtherance of the joint ‘Concordat’. 
 
“Congress condemns the City of Edinburgh Council for 
commissioning care services by means of competitive tendering. 
The process inherently excludes effective consultation with users, 
carers and the employees who provide the service and represents 
an attack on employee rights, as it allows both transferors and 
transferees to evade their TUPE duties. 
 
“Congress calls on Scottish local authorities to ensure dignity and 
well-being in social care and:  
 

• adopt a Commissioning Process that is transparent and 
consensual, involving care providers, users and trade 
unions; and 

• develop proper procurement guidance for care services, 
including staffing considerations and the STUC/SCVO 
statement on fair funding for voluntary sector services. 
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“Congress calls on the Scottish Government to identify and 
publicise, via an internet website, the additional funding allocated 
under grant aid to each Scottish local authority and any purpose 
for which that funding was intended. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to: 
 

• support and facilitate an alliance of trade unions and the 
community opposing these cuts, including seeking 
widespread and public support from MSPs and Councillors; 
and 

• press COSLA and the Scottish Government to redress the 
adverse consequences of the local Council Tax freeze 
without further detriment to local services and jobs.” 

 
 
Resolution no. 52 “Defending the Civil Service Compensation 
Scheme” 
 
“That this Congress notes the UK Government is attempting to cut 
the Civil Service Compensation Scheme (CSCS). The CSCS 
provides funding for redundancy and early retirement in the Civil 
Service and related bodies. Congress also notes with concern the 
UK Government is urging other public sector employers to 
consider similar measures. 
 
“Congress notes the Government has presented the cuts as an 
end to ‘gold plated’ pay-offs. Much of the media has also sought to 
propagate myths of privileged public servants. 
 
“In reality, these proposals threaten to strip hundreds of thousands 
of staff, including the low paid, of their current entitlements to 
compensation in the event of redundancy, will make compulsory 
redundancies more likely, and put pressure on the Scottish 
Government agreement which has so far guaranteed ‘no 
compulsory redundancies’ in its areas. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to condemn this crude 
attempt to cut jobs on the cheap at a time when many are 
threatened by plans for massive public spending cuts as a solution 
to the UK national debt arising from the current financial crisis. 
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“In Scotland, the problem of unemployment is felt strongly and 
Congress calls on the UK Government to abandon its plans to cut 
public sector jobs at a time when investment in public services is 
necessary both economically and socially. 
 
“Congress gives full support to the UK Civil Service trade unions in 
their efforts to defend members’ entitlements and urges the  
General Council to fully support unions engaged in industrial action 
should that become necessary. 
 

“That this Congress notes:  

• the proposed establishment of a membership scheme to 
replace and improve upon the current disclosure 
arrangements for people who work with vulnerable groups; 

• that a new Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG) scheme will 
be managed and delivered by Disclosure Scotland, an 
agency of Scottish Government, and will take on 
responsibilities about who should be barred from working 
with vulnerable groups; and 

• an estimated 438,000 workers, and a further 268,000 
voluntary workers will be affected by the new scheme. 

“Congress fully supports the principle of safe and effective public 
protection and the need for appropriate steps to be taken to ensure 
the protection of children and vulnerable adults.  
 
“Congress believes there are key concerns surrounding the 
proposals and the implementation of the PVG Scheme.  

 

“Congress resolves to lobby to:  

• make it mandatory for employers to pay for the registration 
fee for the scheme for employees, rather than the individual 
applicant, as meeting the cost of fees would have a 
disproportionate impact on low-paid, female and part-time 
workers; 

• ensure that unwaged workers, such as students in training in 
the NHS, in the education sector and in social work, have 
their fees waived and do not have to meet the costs of PVG 
membership from their own pocket; and 
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• ensure that the scheme does not duplicate costs, and that 
everyone has the right to a fair hearing and appeal process.” 

Resolution no. 58 “Protecting Vulnerable Groups” 

 

“That this Congress notes:  

• the proposed establishment of a membership scheme to 
replace and improve upon the current disclosure 
arrangements for people who work with vulnerable groups; 

• that a new Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG) scheme will 
be managed and delivered by Disclosure Scotland, an 
agency of Scottish Government, and will take on 
responsibilities about who should be barred from working 
with vulnerable groups; 

• an estimated 438,000 workers, and a further 268,000 
voluntary workers will be affected by the new scheme. 

“Congress fully supports the principle of safe and effective public 
protection and the need for appropriate steps to be taken to ensure 
the protection of children and vulnerable adults.  
 
“Congress believes there are key concerns surrounding the 
proposals and the implementation of the PVG Scheme.  

 

“Congress resolves to lobby to:  

• make it mandatory for employers to pay for the registration 
fee for the scheme for employees, rather than the individual 
applicant, as meeting the cost of fees would have a 
disproportionate impact on low-paid, female and part-time 
workers; 

• ensure that unwaged workers, such as students in training in 
the NHS, in the education sector and in social work, have 
their fees waived and do not have to meet the costs of PVG 
membership from their own pocket; and 

• ensure that the scheme does not duplicate costs, and that 
everyone has the right to a fair hearing and appeal process.” 
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Resolution no. 59 “NHS Financial Pressure” 
 
“That this Congress is well aware of the current financial climate 
we are all working under. For the last few years, we have in the 
NHS seen an increase in funding which has been accounted for in 
the move to new pay systems, such as the Consultant Contract 
and Agenda for Change, compliance with the Working Time 
Regulations and significant increases in number of services 
provided and challenging decreases in the waiting times for our 
patients. 
 
“NHS Boards will be required to deliver existing services, while 
facing increased costs, including pay, prescribing and supplies 
pressures, which are currently running well above inflation and 
outstanding cost pressures, arising from Modernising Medical 
Careers and Working Time Regulations. 
 
“These may result in real reductions in all services, where 70% of 
existing costs relate to staffing, and managers under pressure to 
deliver efficiency targets by not filling vacancies and losing existing 
unfilled posts, while still hitting targets set by Scottish Government. 
“This has already manifested itself with many departments 
reporting gaps in service and longer term plans being developed to 
shrink the overall workforce, with redundancy being mentioned as 
a way to deliver savings. Reports show all of this happening at a 
time where targets are being increased and demand continues to 
expand. It is clear that the impact will be to increase the pressure 
on already overworked staff, who already suffer high levels of work 
related stress and at a time when targets require NHS Boards to 
reduce sickness absence levels. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to: 
 

• demand urgent talks with the Scottish Government to resolve 
the current crisis; and 

• fight to protect NHS jobs and services.” 
 
 
 
Resolution no. 60 “Ultrasound Workforce Shortages” 
 
“That this Congress notes with concern the nationwide shortage of 
sonographers. 
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“Recent developments in service delivery in NHS Scotland in the 
management of stroke, pregnancy screening, abdominal aortic 
aneurysm (AAA) screening, and the growing use of ultrasound to 
investigate patients where cancer is suspected, are adding to 
workloads which are already under pressure. 
 
“A recent survey carried out by the Society of Radiographers 
identifies a significant and growing crisis in staffing and training in 
Ultrasound Departments, where vacancy rates of up to 10% are 
reported and one third of the current workforce is due to retire 
within the next ten years. 
 
“Congress recognises the work carried out by NHS Education for 
Scotland (NES) in identifying training needs and commissioning 
ultrasound training by targeted funding. 
“However, limited initiatives in response to requirements of 
national screening programmes, although welcome, do not 
address the underlying growing shortage of sonographers. 
 
“Congress calls on the Scottish Government Health Department to 
ensure that there are sufficient ultrasound services in Scotland to 
meet patients’ needs by: 
 

• engaging with Health Boards , NES and Further and Higher 
Education providers to identify current and future ultrasound 
training requirements; 

• establishing consistent regional and national medium and 
long term planning for the ultrasound workforce; and 

• challenging the long established model of post graduate 
education by introducing additional ultrasound educational 
pathways, with a view to increasing the number of trainee 
sonographers by up to 50%.” 

 
 
Resolution no. 63 “Fire Boards” 
 
“That this Congress notes with concern the previous report  by  
Audit Scotland, which highlighted the level of involvement of 
Scottish Fire Boards in the running of the Fire and Rescue Service, 
and wishes to assist in addressing the concerns of the Fire 
Brigades Union, with regard to the level of understanding and 
accountability of members of such Boards. 
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“To this end, Congress calls for, and will work to encourage direct 
representation of the Fire Brigades Union on all Scottish Fire 
Boards.” 
 
 
Composite J  “Public Sector Pensions” (covering resolution 
nos. 66 and 67) 
 
“That this Congress condemns the continuing attacks from 
politicians and the media on public sector pensions.  These attacks 
often use misleading statements referring to public sector pensions 
as ‘gold-plated’ or claim that there is ‘pensions apartheid’ between 
public and private sector workers.  
 
“Congress asserts that pension benefits are an important and 
justifiable element of the remuneration of public sector workers, 
and rejects completely the arguments put forward by the 
opponents of public services that public sector pensions are an 
unacceptable and unaffordable burden on state finances. 
 
“Research from a range of bodies, including the Pensions Policy 
Institute, the National Association of Pension Funds and the TUC, 
highlights that the real pension divide is between company 
directors and employees, where directors can retire at 60, with a 
final salary pension 25 times higher than the national average, 
which they accrue twice as fast as both their workforce and the 
public sector workforce.  It is also worth noting that, while the 
average occupational pension in the UK is around £8,100 per year, 
the average payout from the local government pension scheme is 
less than half of this at £3,800.  
 
“Congress believes that everyone should have a decent and a fair 
pension. Our society should not be engaging in a ‘race to the 
bottom’ of pension provision.  We should ensure every worker has 
access to a decent pension scheme that should be about levelling 
up not down. 
 
“Congress calls upon the Government to honour the agreements 
reached on public sector pensions and to ensure that decent 
occupational pensions remain an entitlement for all workers, 
irrespective of the sector in which they work. 
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 “Congress calls on the General Council to:  
 

• defend public sector pensions against the ill-informed 
attacks, including counteracting the claims made by those 
who attack public sector pensions;  

• reaffirm its support for affordable pensions for all workers, 
believing that any solution should be based on levelling up, 
making private companies face up to their responsibilities, 
not cutting public sector pensions; and 

• react accordingly should previous agreements be reneged 
upon and/or workers entitlement to occupational pension 
provisions and benefits be threatened.” 

 
 
Composite Q “State Pensions” (covering resolution nos. 68  
and 69) 
 
“That this Congress believes the recent recession has had a 
disproportionately adverse effect on Scotland’s pensioners and 
that successive governments have failed to adequately tackle the 
issue of pensioner poverty. 
 
“Congress is concerned that a combination of high levels of 
inflation on goods consumed by pensioners, alongside lower 
interest rates for those reliant on savings, has heightened 
pensioner poverty.  
 
“Congress rejects the idea that decent pensions are simply 
unaffordable, due to increases in life expectancy, especially 
considering that there is currently a £47 billion surplus in the 
National Insurance fund. This surplus is predicted to be over 
£114.7 billion by 2012, yet the UK continues to have one of the 
lowest state pensions in Europe. 
 
“Congress notes that last year 822 pensioners fell below the 
poverty line every day as a result of which 2.5 million people now 
live below this minimum acceptable level.  
 
“For several years, the STUC has called for decent state pension 
for all pensioners at minimum wage legislation levels, an end to 
both the means testing of pensions and the discrimination of 
women pensioners. 
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“Congress has also called for the full restoration of pension credits 
for years lost from work, due to caring responsibilities, as well as 
the immediate restoration of the link between the state pension 
and average earnings or prices (whichever is higher). 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the General Council to: 
 

• continue its important work with the TUC and Wales TUC, 
Scottish Pensioners’ Forum and National Pensioners’ 
Convention, in order to highlight the problems pensioners 
face, especially in the light of the economic downturn; 

• support and campaign for an immediate increase in the basic 
state pension for all men and women of pensionable age; 

• oppose forcing more people onto a discredited means test 
system and campaign for the immediate restoration of the 
link to earnings; and  

• lobby the Government to utilise the ever increasing National 
Insurance surplus to help pensioners who live beneath the 
poverty line of around £165 a week before housing costs.”  

 
 
Amended Resolution no. 70 “Trade Union Rights” 
 
“That this Congress recognises that the right to strike is a 
fundamental right in a democratic society. The ruling against the 
British Airways (BA) workers’ ballot at the end of last year meant 
that an overwhelming majority support for industrial action was 
frustrated by legislation, which makes it very difficult to organise a 
legal strike. Stringent balloting rules, with convoluted technicalities, 
are heavily weighted towards employers and allow prejudiced 
judges to rule any strike ballot illegal.  
 
“Congress calls for the repeal of the current legislation, regarding 
industrial action of any sort, from action short of a strike, up to and 
including strike action and balloting arrangements and its 
replacement by legislation that facilitates the achievement of the 
democratic rights of employees.” 
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Resolution no. 71 “Temporary and Agency Workers’ Rights” 
 
“That this Congress notes the progress made on the transposition 
of the European Union Temporary and Agency Workers’ Directive 
into UK Law. 
 
“Congress supports the principles stated in the EU Directive on 
Temporary Agency Workers (Recital 15) that employment 
contracts of an indefinite duration are the general form of 
employment relationship.   To support this principle and prevent 
the exploitation of agency workers, it is vital that temporary agency 
workers receive equal treatment at work. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls for the speedy implementation of the 
regulations and the closing of all loopholes, which could simply 
permit avoidance. 
 
“Congress is particularly concerned that agencies and their client 
employers will attempt to avoid the scope, spirit and intent of the 
regulations and the Directive by fostering bogus self employment 
or enforcing workforce agreements to opt out. 
 
“Moreover, Congress believes that equal treatment should include 
equal access to facilities, benefits and rights as provided for 
directly employed workers and should be applied on a term for 
term basis. 
 
“Congress welcomes the role of the UK Trade Union Movement in 
championing the rights of agency workers and calls for the 
campaign for full and equal treatment to be stepped up, not only in 
the run up to the General Election, but also beyond, to ensure that 
workers are aware of their rights. 
 
“Congress also calls for a proper enforcement framework and an 
appropriate level of resourcing to back this up.     
 
“Finally, Congress pledges to campaign for a labour market in the 
UK which is fair, just and which provides long-term security of 
employment to working people.” 
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Resolution no. 71 “Trade Union Rights” 
 
“That this Congress calls on all employers to recognise trade union 
principles in their workforce and respect every individual’s trade 
union rights, including the right to seek promotion, irrespective of 
trade union activities.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 73 “Construction Industry Employment” 
 
“That this Congress notes the importance of the construction 
industry to the Scottish economy. Congress understands the 
difficulties experienced in construction, but is especially concerned 
that many companies may be using the recession to undermine 
existing terms and conditions of workers and further casualise 
employment practices. 
 
“Congress understands that one of the most acute forms of 
casualisation is bogus self-employment, where workers are 
classified as self-employed, but have all the characteristics of an 
employee.   
 
“Congress further notes that the Evasion Economy Report by 
Professor Mark Harvey estimates there are at least 400,000 bogus 
self-employed workers in construction and that bogus self-
employment via the Construction Industry Scheme costs the 
Exchequer £1.7bn annually.  
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to campaign: 
 

• for proactive procurement by the Scottish Government, so 
that all major public contracts in Scotland, including all new 
Council housing contracts have a commitment to engage 
directly employed labour and construction industry 
apprentices as part of the contract conditions; 

• for a large-scale Government crackdown on employers who  
don't provide basic employment rights, such as holiday pay, 
sick pay and redundancy pay for their workforce, along with 
a decent pension; 

• to end the confusion that exists around employment status, 
so there are only two types of workers in the UK; employees 
and the genuine self-employed.” 
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Resolution no. 74 “Statutory Redundancy Pay and 
Consultation Rights” 
 
“That this Congress recognises the hardship resulting from 
redundancies announced in the last 18 months, such as the 
thousands of redundancies in Scotland resulting from the collapse 
of Woolworths. 
 
“The Woolworths situation highlights the inadequacy of the current 
legal duty on administrators to consult with employees and their 
trade union representatives in insolvency situations.   
 
“Administrators are currently under little obligation to try to save 
the business or open serious discussions with employees to 
identify possible alternatives to closure, sell-off and redundancies.   
 
“Congress believes that administrators should be under a greater 
legal responsibility to engage in meaningful consultation with 
employees and their trade union representatives to seek 
alternatives to closures and redundancies. 
 
“Congress further believes that the experience of the last 18 
months highlights the need for improvements to Statutory 
Redundancy Pay (SRP). 
 
“Congress welcomes the increase in 2009 to the amount of an 
employee's weekly earnings which counts towards SRP.  
However, Congress resolves that the STUC will seek further 
increases to this limit. 
 
“Congress also resolves that the STUC will seek a reduction in the 
two-year qualifying period for SRP.  Workers should be entitled to 
SRP from day one of their employment, but even a reduction in the 
qualifying period to one year would benefit thousands of workers. 
 
“Congress further agrees to seek an increase in the maximum 
number of years of employment that are taken into account for 
SRP. 
 
“Congress resolves that the STUC will lobby and campaign for the 
above improvements to SRP and consultation rights.” 
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Composite K  “Health and Safety” (covering resolution nos. 
75 and amendments and 76)  
 
“That this Congress notes the high level of workers killed across 
Scotland each year.  Congress recognises that in the Scottish 
construction industry during 2008/09, 10 workers lost their lives on 
par with previous years, despite a reduced workload across the 
industry. 
 
“Congress is dismayed that, in recent years, the HSE has adopted 
the discredited policy of self-regulation.  
 
“Congress is clear that the replacement of Labour by a Tory 
administration would be a health and safety disaster, given  
 

• the Conservative Party Report, ‘Regulation in the Post 
Bureaucratic Age’, that supports deregulation of health and 
safety inspections;  

• that new Tory measures would see contractors given the 
right to ban official Health and Safety inspectors from 
accessing their sites; and 

• that the Tories have vowed to curb the powers of Health and 
Safety inspectors by allowing firms to arrange their own, 
externally audited inspections, exemptions for organisations 
and refuse entry to official inspectors. 

 
“Congress views it morally repugnant that a political party is 
prepared to underplay the importance of health and safety to gain 
press coverage without considering the suffering of families and 
workers affected by fatalities and injuries. 
 
“Congress also agrees that the General Council should work with 
affiliates to campaign to put safety before profit in the offshore 
sector, including actively considering supporting a lobby of both 
the Scottish and Westminster Parliaments to raise awareness of 
the need for improved safety standards and enforcement regimes.” 
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Composite L “Co-ordinated Asbestos Campaign” (covering 
resolution nos. 77 and amendment and 78) 
 
“That this Congress is aware that exposure to asbestos causes 
pleural plaques, thickening, asbestosis and mesothelioma. 
Exposure to asbestos can be fatal, as in the case of 
mesothelioma. Congress notes that the number of asbestos 
related deaths and related asbestos exposure illnesses continue to 
rise and will continue to rise for the foreseeable future. 
 
“Congress accepts new research that reveals there is a 
mesothelioma epidemic in the UK, which affects many Scottish 
workers, showing that: 
 

• the UK has the highest rates of mesothelioma worldwide; 

• maintenance workers are particularly at risk;  and 

• non occupational hazards include living in council houses 
and doing DIY. 

 
“Congress further recognises the 200 actions raised each year in 
Scotland in relation to pleural plaques, the ‘calling card’ for the 
development of more serious and terminal asbestos-related 
illnesses. 
 
“Congress supports a zero tolerance approach to asbestos. 
Congress argues that the regulatory approach de-emphasises the 
potential hazards. 
 
“Congress pays tribute to all the local groups and organisations 
involved in the campaigns for justice for asbestos sufferers and 
their families. 
 
“Congress, however, recognises the need for a co-ordinated 
national campaign to add focus to the issues and to broaden and 
strengthen the drive for justice. 
 
“To this end, Congress requests that our General Council and 
affiliates facilitate a Conference to bring all the interested bodies 
together, with the purpose of developing a co-ordinated common 
strategy to campaign to protect workers and citizens from 
exposure to asbestos. Such a campaign to include: 

• mandatory asbestos surveys to social and private private 
housing when someone takes over a property; 
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• Council housing providers to maintain detailed asbestos 
registers; 

• increased asbestos awareness training and guidance to all 
local authority staff and housing association staff; and 

• exposing the UK insurance industry and its efforts to avoid 
employer culpability for pleural plaques caused by negligent 
exposure to asbestos.” 

 
 
Amended Resolution no. 79 “Violence Against Workers” 
 
“That this Congress believes that all public facing workers should 
work without fear of violence against them and, therefore, 
welcomes the introduction of the Workers (Aggravated Offences) 
(Scotland) Bill in the Scottish Parliament by MSP Hugh Henry, 
which aims to give broader legal protection to all frontline workers 
such as shop staff, postmen, as well as bus and train drivers. 
 
“Congress recognises that the Bill is supported by a wide range of 
stakeholders, including MSPs, trade unions, transport bodies and 
local councils, as well as individual workers. 
 
“Furthermore, Congress notes with concern that in 2007 the British 
Retail Crime Survey Report detailed a 50% increase in physical 
assaults against shop workers compared to 2006, while in 2007/08 
there were 32,263 physical assaults on public sector workers.  
 
“Congress recognises the rising level of violence against public 
sector workers, such as Jobcentre staff, which has increased 
significantly over the period of massive cuts in the civil and public 
services.” 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the General Council to: 
 

• urge the Scottish Government to support the Workers 
(Aggravated Offences) (Scotland) Bill; and 

• lobby and campaign for the Bill across all representatives 
within the Scottish Parliament.”  
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Resolution no. 80 “Working Conditions for Seafarers and 
Fishing Vessel Crew Members in Scottish Waters” 
 
“That this Congress notes with alarm the increasing examples of 
unsafe or substandard working and living conditions experienced 
by many seafarers and fishing vessel crew members in Scottish 
waters. 
 
“Congress expresses particular concern over the appalling pay 
and conditions affecting foreign seafarers working in these sectors, 
and at the lack of concerted action to enforce relevant national and 
international standards for employment and health and safety. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls for: 
 

• rapid ratification and enforcement of the international 
Maritime Labour Convention;  

• action by the Scottish Government to prevent discrimination 
against foreign seafarers working in Scottish waters; and 

 

• a concentrated programme of inspection and enforcement of 
health and safety standards and employment provisions 
onboard merchant ships and fishing vessels operating in and 
out of Scottish ports.” 

  
 
Resolution no. 81 “Fair Tips and the Minimum Wage” 

“That this Congress welcomes the introduction of legislation that 
no longer allows employers to use the tips and gratuities given in 
acknowledgement of good service against their obligation to pay 
the National Minimum Wage. 

“Congress also acknowledges the campaign organised by Unite 
the Union and the Daily Mirror that highlighted the continuing 
exploitation of low paid workers, particularly in the hospitality 
industry as a result of employers retaining tips given to workers, 
not consulting with workers on how tips are distributed and not 
advising customers regarding their tipping policy. 
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“Following work carried out by Ian Davidson MP in his 
Constituency, it is encouraging that some employers are following 
the new legislation and do follow the best practice principles of 
transparency drawn up by the Department of Business Innovation 
and Skills. 

“However, the Youth Committee is concerned that some 
employers are not playing fair: they continue to use cash gratuities 
to cover till shortages, breakages and retain an unreasonable 
proportion of credit and debit card gratuities in administration 
costs. 

“Congress calls on the General Council to: 

• support the Youth Committee’s Fair Tips Campaign being 
run in conjunction NUS Scotland; 

• raise any breaches of Minimum Wage legislation with 
HMRC; and 

• encourage trade union members to question the tipping 
policy when eating out.” 

 
Composite M “Trade Unions and the Community” (covering 
resolution nos. 83 and 84) 
 
“That this Congress notes and approves the 2009 Congress 
motion calling on the General Council to ‘continue existing 
community initiatives with annual community conferences and to 
work with affiliates to strengthen the membership of local Trades 
Union Councils’. 
 
“Congress reiterates the importance of such local work in face of 
the unprecedented attacks on the budgets of local authorities, and 
public services generally, and the consequences this will have for 
local services. It also notes the scale of youth unemployment, now 
affecting one third of the age group, and the importance of local 
activity by Trades Union Councils and community organisations in 
developing contact with this generation, and winning it for the 
principles of trade unionism. 
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“Congress condemns any local authorities which charge 
organisations, such as Trades Union Councils, for celebrating 
liberty days, such as May Day or St Andrew’s Day, by marching on 
the main street of their town, and calls for all local authorities to 
waive the charges and support the trade unions in any of their 
liberty day celebrations. 
 
“Congress further asks the General Council to discuss with 
affiliates what further steps can be taken to strengthen local 
Trades Union Councils, and to support the development of local 
links with community organisations and the trade union movement 
in resisting cuts to jobs and services.” 
 
 
Amended Resolution no. 85 “Organising Young Workers” 
 

“That this Congress notes the case for organising young workers is 
increasingly urgent, as youth unemployment reaches alarming 
levels and young people at work face increasing job insecurity, 
vulnerability and low pay.    The STUC’s own evidence shows that 
the number of 18-24 year old claimants has risen by 75% on 
average across Scotland since 2007. 

“However, trade union membership in workers aged 24 years and 
under remains low: only 16.2% of males and 9.3% of females in 
this age group are joining trade unions. 

“To secure a strong trade union movement for the future, we have 
to ensure we are engaging with the young workers of today.  They 
will be the voice of the trade union movement in years to come and 
we have to develop Unionlink with NUS Scotland to encourage 
young people to participate in and recognise the benefits that 
collective representation can bring in education and the workplace. 

“Congress should also recognise the role that STUC initiatives, 
such as Unions into Schools and, more recently, Unions into 
Colleges, have played in raising awareness of trade unions, our 
history and the protection and security that comes with trade union 
membership. 

“Congress, in order to ensure a bright and secure future for 
Scotland’s young people and our trade union movement we have 
to invest in and recruit more young trade union members.  The 
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STUC Youth Committee has worked closely with Scottish Union 
Learning to develop a learning programme that aims to help young 
people build confidence, be more effective communicators, and 
develop advocacy skills that will equip them to be effective union 
representatives in the future. 

“Congress calls on the STUC to: 

• continue to promote lifelong learning opportunities in young 
workers; 

• encourage young trade union members to become active in 
their own trade unions and attend the STUC Youth 
Conference; and 

• develop an organising strategy based on a union journey 
from schools to further and higher education to the 
workplace.” 

 
Resolution no. 89 “Assisted Suicide” 
 
“That this Congress notes the ongoing public debate over ‘assisted 
suicide’ taking place across the United Kingdom. 
 
“Congress further notes that legislative responsibility for the legal 
issues surrounding ‘assisted suicide’ are devolved and notes the 
lodging in the Scottish Parliament by Margo McDonald MSP of the 
End of Life Assistance (Scotland) Bill. 
 
“Congress recognises that the debate over assisted suicide raises 
profound moral, legal and social issues for Scottish trade unionists 
in their daily lives and also, for some, within their working lives.  
 
“Congress believes that it would be inappropriate to take an 
immediate view on the End of Life Assistance (Scotland) Bill, but 
calls on the General Council to undertake widespread consultation 
to seek the views of both affiliated unions and Scotland’s civic 
institutions on the issue of assisted suicide, in general, and the 
End of Life Assistance (Scotland) Bill in particular.” 
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Composite N “ Racism, Fascism and Islamophobia” (covering 
resolution nos. 90 and amendment, 91, 92 and 93) 

 
“That this Congress commends the STUC for co-ordinating and 
mobilising the trade union movement, communities and 
organisations fighting racism, fascism and Islamophobia under the 
banner of ‘Scotland United’ to march through the streets of 
Glasgow to demonstrate the opposition of the people of Scotland 
to the so-called Scottish Defence League. 
 
“Congress particularly acknowledges the inspiring young speakers 
from the Unions into Schools initiative. The contributions from 
these young adults, towards a future free from racism, made at the 
Annual STUC Black Workers’ Conference give us all hope that the 
hatred of the far right will not take hold here in Scotland. 
 
“Congress recognises that the British National Party is a fascist 
and a racist organisation that stands for an all white Britain and the 
elimination of basic democratic rights. It seeks to attract votes on 
the basis of racism, homophobia, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism and 
the vilification of refugees and asylum seekers.  
 
“Congress is alarmed that the 2009 European elections saw the 
BNP poll 27,174 votes in Scotland, the highest vote they have ever 
achieved in the country. Congress welcomes the fact that the BNP 
did not make a breakthrough in Scotland. However, a high degree 
of vigilance is required in combating the advance of this racist 
party.   
 
“Congress believes that the main political parties have pandered to 
the far right’s scaremongering and scapegoating of asylum 
seekers and migrant workers. Congress rejects this view that only 
a tough approach to asylum and immigration policy will stop the 
advance of the far right, whether that is the BNP or Scottish 
Defence League. 
 
“Congress notes that members of the BNP are banned from 
employment in the police and prison services, as their hate-filled 
views are incompatible with the provision of those services to the 
public. Congress calls for this ban to be extended to employment 
in all public services. 
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“Congress instructs the General Council to: 
 

• use its influence to mobilise an alliance with Black and 
minority ethnic communities, political, religious and civic 
organisations throughout Scotland to oppose the organised 
activities of the far right, wherever it is required, and to do so 
in a way that promotes the positive society we seek to build 
together; 

• continue to support and stay signed up to Scotland United; 

• call on affiliates to support the Hope not Hate Campaign and 
affiliate to the Trade Union Friends of Searchlight; 

• continue to attack the far right views of the BNP to the 
media; 

• ensure that, by working together, there are no inroads into 
Scottish public and political life by this party.” 

 
 
Amended Resolution no. 94 “Women’s Safety in Scotland” 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the Scottish Government’s strategy 
to end violence against women in Scotland.  The strategy 'Safer 
Lives: Changed Lives' establishes a cross departmental approach 
to tackling violence against women and commits Government to 
taking action on this issue. 
 
“In Scotland, many thousands of women from all parts of the 
country and from all backgrounds experience violence.  
 
“Women's safety at work has always been a key priority for unions.  
Part of this includes women's journeys to and from work.    
 
“Women workers on low incomes are particularly vulnerable when 
travelling to and from work. The Scottish Household Survey 
reveals that women in Scotland are still the biggest users of public 
transport.  Women consistently report feeling insecure and unsafe 
when using public transport.  
 
“Women change their travelling habits in response to these fears.  
Bus and train stations are often dark and isolated.  Women who 
work late at night may find they have missed transport home, if 
their shift does not finish on time or may be left standing at stops 
or stations for lengthy periods on public holidays/weekends.  
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“Congress agrees with STUC Women’s Conference that extending 
Driver Only Operation train services means safety concerns of 
women passengers are not being addressed.  Congress reiterates 
support for defending the operational safety role of guards and 
applauds and supports rail workers who are fighting to retain 
guards on rail services. 
 
“Women driving to work are vulnerable when using car parks late 
at night.  Car parks are often some distance away from their 
workplace.  Women are also more likely to make journeys on foot 
and report feeling unsafe walking to and from work at night. 
 
“Congress urges the Scottish Government to continue to give a 
high priority to this issue and asks the STUC to: 
 

• support the work of affiliates in helping to take forward the 
strategy's proposals; 

• ensure that women’s safety travelling to and from work is 
highlighted in future discussions with the Scottish 
Government and key partners; and 

• work with the Scottish Government to ensure that the role of 
employers in helping women stay safe when travelling to 
work is developed.” 

 
 
Resolution no. 95 “Stuttering/Stammering” 
 
“That this Congress notes that stammering/stuttering is a disability 
that is not always recognised, by either sufferer or employer, 
resulting in many workers being discriminated against by 
employers. 
 
“Congress further commends the work of the British Stammering 
Association Scotland, which seeks to promote early intervention 
for pre-school children to prevent lifelong stammering and to 
counter bullying and discrimination within and outside the 
workplace. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to work to raise awareness 
of stammering/stuttering within the trade union movement and 
wider society and to work alongside the British Stammering 
Association Scotland to achieve this.” 
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Resolution no. 96 “Increasing BME People in Public and 
Political Life” 
  
“That this Congress notes that in the last General Election turnout 
levels among BME groups were significantly lower than that of the 
white population (47% to 62%). (Electoral Commission, 2005, 
‘Election 2005: Turnout’). 
 
“This is a clear symptom of the disengagement of BME 
communities with public and political life and is reflective of the 
lack of representation of BME citizens in leading public roles.  
 
“This kind of continued political and civic alienation of so many 
BME individuals not only undermines our democratic institutions, 
but serves to further deny those BME individuals within our 
communities a voice and a stake. Unrepresentative institutions are 
not in the best interests of Scottish society.  
 
“Congress congratulates the STUC General Council’s 
campaigning among affiliates and political parties and the use of 
the wider trade union movement’s influence to increase the 
number of Black political candidates. However, much more needs 
to be done, in order to ensure that this work is built upon and that 
the goal of Black Scottish MPs, MSPs and civic leaders becomes 
the reality that we all seek. 
 
“Scotland’s enrichment is entirely possible, but we need to access 
the visionary leadership, the uniquely positive skills and attitudes, 
the transfer of new fresh ideas complemented by traditional 
cultural values, with their embedded history based on family and 
community that form the backbone of BME society. 
 
“Recognising that this is one of the key priorities for the STUC 
Black Workers’ Committee, Congress calls on the STUC General 
Council and affiliates to: 
 

• sustain and step up campaigning activities; 

• challenge the political parties to put their able BME 
candidates into winnable seats; and 

• work with Operation Black Vote at a practical level to achieve 
better BME representation in Scotland.” 
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Resolution no. 97 “Asylum Seekers” 
 
“That this Congress notes with regret that there continues to be 
some negative perceptions of asylum seekers in some sections of 
society.   Congress agrees to request the General Council to take 
the following steps: 
 

• examine the case for renaming asylum to ‘Sanctuary’; 

• work with other relevant organisations to hold a ‘Sanctuary  
Summit’ for the purpose of undoing negative public 
perceptions about asylum seekers, which should also 
examine appeal rights and access to legal representation for 
asylum seekers; and 

• produce a statement of campaign priorities from the 
‘Sanctuary Summit’, which are aimed at improving the 
situation of asylum seekers and refugees in Scotland.” 

 
 
Amended Resolution no. 98 “Equality Bill” 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the introduction of the Equality Bill 
through parliament and the fact that it is currently scheduled to 
come into effect from April 2010 and is likely to have a phased 
implementation.  Congress acknowledges the consultation, run by 
the Scottish Government, on the specific requirements of the 
public sector equality duty.   It is hoped that the Bill will establish a 
level playing field for all concerned parties, require public bodies to 
conduct timely and meaningful equality impact assessments, and 
embed the good practice of the double tick of the guarantee of 
equality to all and not a triple cross of failing the core stakeholders 
of race, gender and disability.  
 
“Congress urges that the recommendation of the EHRC, namely, 
that the Commission’s advice to public bodies who plan to produce 
single equality schemes is, therefore, that, where they choose to 
develop a single equality scheme, they should refer to the three 
Duties, and where one has a more demanding requirement, 
consider meeting this requirement for all the equality strands 
covered by their scheme. Congress is further urged to monitor and 
highlight good practice and seek to ensure that non compliance is 
actioned. 
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“Congress believes that the EHRC must play a full role in 
supporting and advising on public sector duties. 
 
“Congress instructs the General Council to meet with the new 
EHRC Scottish Commissioner at an early opportunity and to lobby 
for sufficient EHRC resources and staffing to support this work.” 
 
 
Amended Resolution no. 99 “Nutrition Champions” 
 
“That this Congress recognises the importance of good nutrition in 
hospitals for the prevention of malnutrition. Malnutrition affects 
almost 1 in 3 people on admission to hospital and care homes and 
is associated with significantly higher health care costs; estimated 
at £13 billion a year for the UK.  
 
“NHS Quality Improvement Scotland (QIS) Standards for Food, 
Fluid and Nutritional Care in Hospitals (2003) and Food in 
Hospitals, a catering specification for the NHS (2008) were all 
launched with the aim of improving nutritional standards in Scottish 
hospitals. 
 
“In order to deliver these standards, the Scottish Government 
provided funding to Health Boards in 2008 for a 2 year period to 
create Nutrition Champions posts.  These Nutrition Champions 
lead the nutrition agenda across Scotland which has been 
recognised by the recent QIS peer review visits in 2009. 
 
“From April 2010, funding for these posts was meant to end.  The 
Improving Nutritional Care Project Board, which oversees this work 
for the Scottish Government, is mindful of the role that Nutrition 
Champions have played in the past 2 years and are seeking ways 
for this work to continue.   This has led to non-recurrence funding 
being available to Health Boards for 1 year to support a range of 
quality initiatives. 
 
“There is an on-going requirement to sustain, improve and embed 
safe and effective nutritional care for all patients and without the 
core funding of Nutrition Champion posts there will be a 
detrimental effect on all NHS Boards’ ability to deliver on this vital 
piece of work element. 
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“We ask that Congress notes the current lack of recurring funding 
to continue these important areas of work and calls on the STUC 
to lobby the Scottish Government to provide financial support to 
fund Nutrition Champion posts in Health Boards, in order to ensure 
that they deliver on the QIS Food, Fluid and Nutritional standards 
in full.” 
 
 
Resolution no. 100 “Allotments in Scotland” 

“That this Congress notes that Scotland had 7,000 allotment plots 
available in 2009, one per 700 people, whereas England had 
235,000 plots available, one per 170 people, and further notes the 
year on year increase in allotment waiting lists in Scotland. 
Congress believes that allotments and grow-your-own projects 
fulfil a crucial role in that they: 

• provide the opportunity to grow cheap, nutritious food; 

• eliminate food miles and packaging; 

• provide opportunities for exercise in a healthy environment at 
little cost; 

• provide a therapeutic environment which is beneficial to 
mental health; 

• provide access to social interaction and so help counteract 
social exclusion; 

• provide educational opportunities, for all ages, in horticultural 
theory and practice; 

• provide young people with awareness of food types and 
origins; 

• create a diverse environment, providing many different 
localised ecosystems;  

• are virtually carbon neutral; 

• particularly benefit areas of urban deprivation, although 
demand for rural allotments is real; and 

• have an inherently democratic ethos based on cooperation 
and mutual support. 

“To encourage their proliferation, Congress calls on the Scottish 
Government to: 
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• develop a coherent Allotment Strategy for Scotland in liaison 
with local government and in consultation with representative 
organisations in the allotment and grow-your-own 
community. Central aims of this Strategy would be to 
dramatically increase allotment provision and to address the 
archaic nature of current allotment legislation, which means 
that the statutory duty on local authorities to provide 
allotments is open to interpretation; and 

• work with local government to establish a source of funding 
to assist allotment associations and sites in financing both 
the maintenance of, and improvements to, basic 
infrastructure including paths, boundaries and services.” 

 
Composite O “Defending Social Europe” (covering  resolution  
nos. 101 and 102) 
 
“That this Congress believes that Social Europe, a series of 
European Directives developed over the past 20 years, including 
employment law, health and safety measures and equality, is 
already under sustained attack and will become even more so if 
the Tories take power at the next General Election. David 
Cameron has announced he would embark on a 5-year campaign 
to return powers to Britain from the EU, including social and 
employment legislation.  
 
“Congress is aware that recent rulings by the European Court of 
Justice, most notably the Laval, Viking, Rueffert and Luxembourg 
cases, has established that the Internal Market principles of free 
movement and competition take precedence over social and 
employment rights. 
 
“Congress notes with grave concern the restrictions on the right to 
strike, resulting from these 2007-8 EU Court of Justice decisions, 
and the equally dangerous implications for the EU Posted 
Workers’ Directive, which now makes it unlawful to seek to assert 
local collective bargaining terms for workers from another EU 
state.   
  
“Congress further notes the grave threat to public services and 
economic recovery posed by the draconian targets set by the EU 
Central Bank and the Finance Commissioner for reductions 
in public sector borrowing under the terms of the EU Growth and 
Stability Pact.  
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“Congress notes that 'flexicurity' is now the official policy of the 
European Union, which the European Commission believes is 
about fundamentally shifting the balance of power in the 
employment relationship in favour of the employer and entrenching 
flexible and deregulated labour markets. This approach is also 
reflected in UK opt-outs. 
 
“However, Congress believes that campaigning by the European 
trade union movement, as shown in the recent victories on 
Temporary Agency Workers and the revision of the Working Time 
Directive, can halt and reverse this attack on workers’ rights. 
“Congress supports the call from the ETUC for a campaign to 
ensure that Member Governments support a protocol to be 
added to the current EU Treaty to protect rights to collective 
bargaining.  
 
“Congress, therefore, urges the General Council: 
 

• to continue to oppose any attack on or reduction in any 
already established rights stemming from European 
Directives; 

• to work, through STUC affiliates, TUC, the European 
Federation of Public Service Unions and the ETUC, to 
support campaigns to defend workplace rights; 

• to continue to oppose all employment legislation from 
Europe, which allows the exploitation of foreign workers in 
Britain under rules demanding the ‘free movement of capital 
goods, services and labour’ within the EU; 

• to work with existing organisations, such as the Institute of 
Employment Rights and the Scottish Campaign Against 
Eurofederalism, to ensure the provision of materials that can 
ensure that affiliates and their members are fully briefed; and 

• to organise a conference to highlight these issues and to put 
pressure on elected representatives.” 

 
 
Composite R “International Peace and Afghanistan” (covering 
resolution nos. 103 and amendment and 107) 
 
“That this Congress congratulates the General Council in 
continuing to ensure that the STUC plays an important and high 
profile role in the campaign for international peace and justice.  
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“Congress is deeply concerned that there are significant threats to 
world peace and justice caused by occupation, threats to self- 
determination, nuclear proliferation and individual and state- 
sponsored terrorism. 
 
“In particular, Congress notes: 
   

• the military occupation of Iraq; 

• the military operation in Afghanistan which continues to be 
costly in terms of the lives of our service personnel, of 
Afghan civilians and of finance, and which has done nothing 
to enhance our national security;  

• the constant and significant levels of public support for an 
orderly withdrawal of our armed forces from Afghanistan. 

• the continued  threat of military action against Iran; 

• the failure of the Israeli Government to implement UN 
resolutions against the occupation of the West Bank and 
East Jerusalem and for the right of return for Palestinian 
refugees; 

• the continued existence of tens of thousands of nuclear war- 
heads and development of nuclear warfare technology; and  

• the continued oppression of trade unionists and suppression 
of human rights. In this respect, Congress particularly notes 
and utterly condemns the continued oppression of Mansoor 
Ossanlou of the Syndicate of Tehran and Suburbs Bus 
Company and also the oppression of Iranians purely 
because of their sexuality.  

 
“Congress urges the General Council to continue to lobby the UK 
and Scottish Government and in particular to campaign for: 
  

• the withdrawal of military forces from Iraq; 

• the withdrawal of our armed forces from military operations in 
Afghanistan; 

• NATO and its other partners to allow the whole international 
community the space to help progressive forces in Afghan 
society rebuild their country in accordance with the principles 
of self-determination laid out in the United Nations Charter; 

• a renewed commitment to peaceful dialogue with Iran;  

• a sovereign Palestinian state peacefully co-existing  
alongside a sovereign Israel in a nuclear-weapon free Middle 
East;  
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• support for a world summit  on nuclear disarmament and 
non-proliferation, and working towards a nuclear weapons’ 
convention banning all such weapons;  

• the ending of the oppression of trade unionists and other 
human rights’ abuses in Iran and elsewhere, and a renewed 
commitment to international solidarity and workers’ rights 
based on ILO Conventions; and 

• continuing the pressure for a full public inquiry into UK 
involvement in rendition and extraordinary rendition, and also 
into the allegations of UK involvement in the use of torture 
and other abuses of human rights on UK citizens and 
nationals at Guantanamo Bay and other sites across the 
world.” 

 
 
 
Resolution no. 108 “Swaziland” 
 
“That this Congress notes with concern the current situation in 
Swaziland in Southern Africa.  Congress is particularly concerned 
that: 

• Swaziland still has an absolute Monarch, who is noted for 
considerable consumption, not least of innumerable luxury 
cars.   Other practices include the Monarch being able to 
choose a new bride every year, now thirteen in all, evicting 
people from their land and selling off the assets of the nation. 

• A constitutional document signed by the King upholds 
a ban on political parties and prevents the High Court from 
presiding over cases that have a bearing on the institution of 
the Monarchy.  The King retains the right to dissolve 
Parliament and the Cabinet, dismiss and appoint judges and 
acts as a head of the police, the correctional services and 
the army.   

• At the present time, the Swazi people slide further into 
hunger and disease.  It is estimated that more than 69% of 
the population live in absolute poverty and an estimated 42% 
of adults between 19 and 49 are infected with HIV/Aids.  It is 
also the case that over a quarter of the population is 
dependent on food aid. 

• In response to the current situation in Swaziland, Congress 
agrees to support the work of Action for Southern Africa 
(ACTSA) in campaigning for an improvement in the situation 
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in Swaziland.  Congress also notes the ongoing work of 
ACTSA as the successor organisation to the Anti Apartheid 
Movement and encourages affiliates to support its work.” 

Resolution no. 109 “Votes at 16” 

“That this Congress notes that at 16, young people are able to get 
married, pay taxes, play the lottery, they can legally ride a moped, 
can legally have sex and they can sign up to join the military.   

“However, a 16 year old is not given the right to have a say in how 
they would like their country to be run. They can be married, have 
children and pay their taxes at work, yet they are not given the 
opportunity to say how they would like these taxes spent, how they 
would like their children's educational needs met, or how they 
would like services in their community prioritised.  

“Congress, young people are sometimes criticised for not having 
an interest in politics, or not being democratically involved in 
society. But, realistically how can society expect a 16  or 17 year 
old to take an interest in how society  and  our country is run, when 
1.5 million young people are disenfranchised, despite the fact that 
they play an active role in society, they have no voice and, as a 
result. little interest in politics.  

“Congress calls for a 16 year old to be given the right to: 

• not just pay their taxes, but to have a say in how they think 
these taxes should be spent; 

• not just be able to sign up to one day fight for their country,  
but to be able to fight for how they believe their country 
should be run; and 

• be given the chance to have an interest in politics and 
society by having a say in how it affects them.  

“Congress calls on the STUC to support a reduction in the voting 
age and allow young people to determine our future.” 

 


